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“I am strong, because I have been weak.
I am fearless, because I have been afraid.
I am wise, because I have been foolish.”

--- Anon – a post it on Sara’s bathroom wall

“Anyone can be polite to a king. It takes a gentleman to be
polite to a beggar.”

-- Anon, but often attributed to Emily Post

“You will achieve more in this world through acts of mercy
than acts of retribution.”

--Nelson Mandela

“The truth will set you free, but not until it is finished with
you.”

--David Foster Wallace

“The truth will always set you free, but first it is really
going to piss you off.”

- Gloria Steinem

“May the forces of evil become confused on the way to
your house.”

- George Carlin
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“I don’t like ass kissers, flag wavers or team players. I like
people who buck the system, individualists. I often warn
people; “somewhere along the way, someone is going to
tell you, ‘there is no “I “ in team. What you should tell
them is, Maybe not, but here is an ‘I” in independence,
individuality and integrity.”

- George Carlin

“When you experience mercy, you learn things that are
hard to learn otherwise. You see things you can’t
otherwise see; you hear things you can’t other wise hear.
You recognize the humanity that resides in each of us.”

- Bryan Stevenson

“Each of us is more than the worst thing we’ve ever done.’
- Bryan Stevenson

“Once you know who you are, you don’t have to worry any
more.”

- Nikki Giovanni
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LouReed
and the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame

andEthics: Part 1

“I have as much authority as the Pope, I just don’t have as
many people who believe it.”

-George Carlin

It’s a Saturday night, May 30th, 2015 to be exact. Debra Hurt and I 
have been working really hard all day teaching 1st quarter Eden 
Energy Medicine Foundations in Chicago and we are relaxing in 
my home, making dinner and drinking tequila.

The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame HBO special is on. John Mayer 
comes on stage to commemorate and induct Stevie Ray Vaughn 
into the Hall of Fame. John Mayer picks up his guitar and is 
joined by Gary Clark, Jimmie Vaughn, Doyle Branhall II, and the 
band Double Trouble play Stevie Ray Vaughn. It is an insanely 
awesome set. Debra and I are dancing till we are dizzy and sweaty 
and playing air guitar like teenagers. The music is off the scale 
astounding. Debra and I are in immediate pinky swear agreement 
that those 7 minutes of Blues may have been the best we have ever 
experienced. We were completely cognizant (despite the tequila) 
of how incredibly rare and special the compilation of artists that 
had assembled and performed we also knew it was historical in the 
sense it would probably never happen again under one roof.

What we were completely unaware of was what was still to come.

The iconic Lou Reed had died two years earlier and the Rock & 
Roll Hall of fame of inducting him.
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Laurie Anderson and Patti Smith stepped on to stage. Laurie
Anderson the brilliant performance artist, and Lou Reed’s wife of
25 years, was on stage to accept Lou’s induction on his behalf.
Debra and I were transfixed with her acceptance speech and
complete unaware of how different our world views were about to
become.

Here is a snippet of Laurie Anderson’s speech originally taped
April 18th, 2015:

“…As I said, Lou taught me a lot about growth, … and I’m reminded
also the three rules we came up with, rules to live by. And I’m just going
to tell you what they are because they come in really handy, because
things happen so fast, it’s always good to have with you, like
patchworks to fall back on…

1: Don’t be afraid of anyone.
Now can you imagine living your life afraid of no one?

2: Get a really good bullshit detector, and learn how to use it.

And 3: Three is be really, really tender.

And with those three things, you don’t need anything else….”

Debra and I went scampering for a post it to write those
Three Rules down. We played over and over again (I have
TIVO) Laurie’s words. Debra and I could not get over the
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promise of the potency of potentially fueling your life by
these rules. It was all we could talk about for days.

Speaking for myself (Sara): These Three Rules promptly
became a foundational piece of who I am. I use the Three
Rules daily. I can feel the trajectory of my thinking
transform and renew and regenerate my world view. It is a
deep, weighty, intense, reflective, insightful window I now
view the whole world by. I feel like I have tools to help
navigate difficult terrain. It has become my Golden Rule.

I cannot believe it has only been few months (writing fall
2015) since I began to live my life by Lou and Laurie’s 3
rules. It changed everything. It has changed how I see and
interact with everyone. But what I was not aware of was
how the 5 Element Law was going to reveal itself.

Asked about his first memory of sound, Reed
said all of us share the same experience.

“The first memory of sound would have to be
your mother’s heartbeat, for all of us,” he said.
“You grow up, from when you’re a peanut,
listening rhythm… But then there are nature
sounds… the sound of wind. The sound of
love.”

Excerpt from Rolling Stone Lou Reed final interview
11/8/2013.
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The CEO of PepsiCo,
and the Chairman of Nordstrom,

and Ethics: Part 2
“The further a mathematical theory is developed, the more
harmoniously and uniformly does its construction proceed,
and unsuspected relations are disclosed between hitherto
separated branched of the science.”

-David Hilbert, German Mathematician

Ok flash forward to Chicago Eden Foundations 2nd quarter in August 2015. Debra and Sara
sitting on back porch after another long day of teaching – this time drinking beer (no tequila
that night). I was telling Debra two stories from my other world I teach in. - leadership skills in
the financial world for my Dad’s company. I have two stories from my Dad that I use to
discuss how rules are the nemesis to self-regulation.

Story One:
Fortune 500 magazine interviewed the CEO of

PepsiCo – Indra Nooyi.

Chairman Nooyi is an amazing woman of great leadership qualities and her CEO position is
much deserved. In the Fortune 500 interview Chairman Nooyi was asked what was the best
leadership advice she ever received. Here is what she had to say:

“My father was an absolutely wonderful human being. From him I learned to
always assume positive intent. Whatever anybody says or does, assume positive
intent. You will be amazed at how your whole approach to a person or problem
becomes very different. When you assume negative intent, you're angry. If you
take away that anger and assume positive intent, you will be amazed. Your
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emotional quotient goes up because you are no longer almost random in your
response. You don't get defensive. You don't scream. You are trying to
understand and listen because at your basic core you are saying, "Maybe they
are saying something to me that I'm not hearing." So "assume positive intent" has
been a huge piece of advice for me” (Fortune 500, 4/08).

So the idea that we presume positive intent in a corp-back-stabbing-
every-man-for-herself environment may sound utterly nuts. However,
the presumption that everyone gets up in the morning with the intention
to do the best they can do is a powerful leadership skill. What is simple
and brilliant about Indra’s “assume positive intent” advice is that the
energy is of solution sits front and center already in any quagmire. Get
the problem solved, don’t blame. Move into peace and understanding
and then figure out how to stay there. Hard research shows that when
people feel heard and understood and safe they begin to self regulate.
People in blame free/solve the problem environments are more
productive and creative where the leader assumes that any mistakes
they make are inherently innocent (Achor, Happiness Advantage).

Story Two:
Eric Nordstrom and the

Amazing Nordstrom Employee Handbook

So my, that is Sara’s Dad, is at speaking at a leadership conference
(that’s his thang) in Seattle.
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Lunch is served and at the head table the seats are prearranged with name cards.
He sits down and looks at the name card next to his seat and it say Eric
Nordstrom. Well my Dad is a HUGE Nordstrom fan. He is AMAZED (his words)
by how beautifully that company is run and he is AMAZED constantly by the
world class/world famous service that is the cornerstone of the Nordstrom
success story. Anywhoooo… a few minutes later in walks a tall, handsome and
very well dressed Eric Nordstrom. He sits next to my Dad who has the “star
face” usually seen when someone runs into DeNiro or Streep. The conversation
between these two men is mostly my Dad telling Eric that he thinks Nordstrom is
so groovy and how do they do it so consistently at all levels of staffing. Eric
asks my Dad if he would like to have a copy of the Nordstrom Employee
Handbook. So the next day a Fed EX arrives and the Nordstrom Employee
Handbook is enclosed:

The entire handbook, that is the core of this company that
employs approximately 73.5 K people (JNW NYSE, complied 2015), is a
3 by 5 card. Rules are based in fear. Freedom is based in
self-regulation.
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So Let’s put this all together…
Everything is energy – including conflicts!

“Entropy is the price of structure.”
- Ilya Prigogine

Here is what we know for sure:

We know that everything that exists is subject to the Law of Chi – more

commonly known as the Five Element Wheel.

E=mc2. Everything is in motion - always.

We also know that conflicts and quagmires are not an exception to energy.

We also know that conflicts and quagmires are an inevitable part of the

human experience.

We cannot experience growth without conflict.

Conflict is actually the source of growth and expansion.

AND….

Debra’s most awesome teacher, Martin Prechtel, states:

“If we suppress conflict we will have violence.”
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When these conflicted moments and quagmires go really really good and get

resolved, and the energy of the conflict has followed the Law of Chi and we

have expanded, learned, grown, deepened trust and intimacy.

When these conflicts and quagmires go really really badly, it has broken the

Law of Chi, and we get smaller, stuck and regress, suspicious, and further

away from each other and further away from elucidation.

No exceptions. The Law of Chi -- It’s like gravity.

So here is how the Lou Reed/Indra Nooyi/Nordstrom concepts overlay on

the Five Element Wheel.
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Going pretty good…
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Going not so good….
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So here is how this works…

“People want to be told what to do so badly that they will listen to
anyone.”

--- George Carlin

We take the issue to the energy.

We already know what happens to our little brains when we get stressed…
probably why we cannot think our way out of really bad moments. Probably
why there are so many, many, many rules and regulations! All rules come
out of fearful moments, written by stressed brains hoping that the rule will
make the behavior stop. The rule book gets longer and bigger and more
convoluted and more structured and dogma sets in and it all ceases to serve
us.

Dogma and rules swallow up the poor, the downtrodden, and are the enemy
of creative solutions. People stop looking for solutions if there is a rule – if
there is dogma in place they think they have the answer. The individual’s
needs cease to count. It does not matter what the circumstance – it is written
and it is enforced.

The energy of a problem is a living breathing thing. It cannot be held in
stasis. Stasis is the death of creativity and the beginning of enslavement.

So why don’t we take the problem, the double bind, the ethical confusion, to
the body and use the skills we already know to help move the energy into
resolution and flow?

Why do we THINK we can THINK our way out of intractable oppositions
and mystifying quandaries any more than we can THINK our way out of a
cancer diagnosis? It’s all energy.

It is the promise that all answers are within – we are hardwired to heal.
Trusting our double binds to the Law of Chi is trusting the collectively gifted
systems that have stood the test of healing for 1000’s of years. Is there
anything we cannot unwind?
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RemedyOne-Part One
The Energy Test

“We grow in direct proportion to the amount of chaos we
can sustain and dissipate.”

-Nobel Prize Winner, Ilya Prigogine

Place the element wheel on the tummy, navel in center. Bring the
issue to small brain. Track where the chaos is in the chi.

Test the elements by dragging fingers between the control cycles.

Water to Fire and test.
If weak, there is probably an issue between the relationship of

Fear & Presume Positive Intent.

Wood to Earth and test.
If weak, there is probably an issue between the relationship of the

Detector and Tenderness.

Fire to Metal and test.
If weak, there is probably an issue between the relationship of

Presume Positive Intent and the Good Judgment.

Earth to Water and test.
If weak, there is probably an issue between the relationship of

Tenderness and Fear.

Metal to Wood and test.
If weak, there is probably an issue between the relationship of

Good Judgment and the Detector.
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RemedyOne-Part Two
The EnergyResolution

Water to Fire and test.
Flunk?

Hold Yin Source Point for Kidney on RIGHT foot with
Yang Source Point for Small Intestine on LEFT hand.

Then
Hold Yin Source Point for Heart on RIGHT hand with

Yang Source Point for Bladder on LEFT foot.

Wood to Earth and test.
Flunk?

Hold Yin Source Point for Liver on RIGHT foot with
Yang Source Point for Stomach on LEFT foot.

Then
Hold Yin Source Point for Spleen on RIGHT foot with
Yang Source Point for Gallbladder on LEFT foot.

Fire to Metal and test.
Flunk?

Hold Yin Source Point for Cir Sex on Right hand with
Yang Source Point for Large Intestine on LEFT foot.

Then
Hold Yin Source Point for Lung on Right hand with
Yang Source Point for Triple Warmer on LEFT hand.

Earth to Water and test.
Flunk?

Hold Yin Source Point for Spleen on Right foot with
Yang Source Point for Bladder on LEFT foot.

Then
Hold Yin Source Point for Kidney on Right foot with

Yang Source Point for Stomach on LEFT foot.

Metal to Wood and test.
Flunk?

Hold Yin Source Point for Lung on Right hand with
Yang Source Point for Gallbladder on LEFT foot.

Then
Hold Yin Source Point for Liver on Right foot with
Yang Source Point for Large Intestine on LEFT foot.
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Source Points
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RemedyTwo-Part One
The Energy Test

“Let’s take all your broken pieces and all of my broken
pieces and glitter each other.”

 reluctantmom.com

Dr. Thomas Gordon wrote in his book Leadership Effectiveness Training, “…A conflict
is simply a conflicting set of needs”. One of the mistakes that people often make when
discussing ethics is we equate ethics with morality, values, rights and wrongs, principles,
virtues, or dictates of conscience. When we see that all conflict resolutions that are needs
based, and that we are all just trying to get our needs met, it takes us out of little brain and
brings us back to big brain/body aka Bruce Lipton.

If a healing is a resetting of a healthy flow and control cycle and disease is an
antagonistic flow and control cycle, I think it is also applicable to the understanding of
ethical impasses. There is a need that is not being met and the control and flow cycles
respond in kind. Something gets out of whack. It is a form of pain to have a need denied.

The energy definition of an ethical impasse:
A conflict of needs, either within oneself or with another, that
prevents the flow and control cycle from being whole and stable.

With this thought let’s discuss why pulse diagnosis is essential in the concept of healing
double binds. A double bind creates over energy.

According to TCM, the pulse is the palace of blood; it is governed by
the heart and commanded by qi (vital energy). Whatever the causes
of the disease, abnormalities or pathological changes can be
reflected by the pulse, and from this arise changes in the pulse image.
Pulse-taking helps in judging the location and nature of a disease and
the prosperity and decline of qi (vital energy) and pathogens to infer
prognosis of the disease and form the basis for treatment. (sourced
shen-nong.com).

http://www.shen-nong.com/eng/principles/heartfiveyinorgans.html
http://www.shen-nong.com/eng/principles/qi.html
javascript:MM_openBrWindow('../tcm/bingxie.html','glossary','scrollbars=yes,width=420,height=285')
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RemedyTwo-Part Two
Remedy: Shoot Pool with Pulses

Pic by Annamaria Paciulli

More random remedies…
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“Happiness is when what you think, what you say, and
what you do are in harmony.”

-- Mahatma Ghandi

The Blow/Valve test: When pressure builds up in the mind and body over an intangible
debate the body builds chi internally and the rhythm of the body’s valve system will
show weak. Someone caught in a double bind will flunk the Blow Out Cheeks test.
Remedy: Spoon gums

Heart 9: When there is a conflict of needs there is an irregularity between the rhythms of
the Heart and Small Intestine. Heart 9 is the wood point on Heart Meridian and it is
where the Yin energy of Heart feeds into the Yang energy of Small Intestine. It is the
point where the Heart’s intent is delivered to Small Intestine’s ability to carry out that
heart felt decision. When there is conflict - either inner conflict or with another – the
passage of movement of chi from Heart 9 to Small Intestine 1 becomes arduous. It can
become like climbing Mount Everest and then getting to the top of the mount and having
to hike back down.
Remedy: Conflicts can always be eased if not completely eradicated by twisting of the
end of the baby finger to clear the communication between Heart 9 and Small Intestine 1.

When we talk about TCM and conflicts we are really talking about unfolding some kind
of mystery. Heart 9 is the point is the movement of chi in the universe and also the
movement of chi in us. It is the point that is most influential in bridging the micro to the
macro.

Conflicts, morality, ethics, double binds are all about our attempts at inserting our micro
selves into the macro world: our little picture and our little needs flowing and fitting
perfectly into the big picture aligning with the big needs of the community.

Test: Very gently with thumb and forefinger touch Ht 9 and SI 1 – test.

Remedy: Tapping Heart 9 against Small Intestine 1 and then switch hands. Also if in
conflict with someone you tap your heart 9 with their Small Intestine 1 and switch.
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Addendum by Debra Hurt
Character Versus Rules

“Character is like a tree and reputation like a shadow.
The shadow is what we think of it; the tree is the real thing.”

- Abraham Lincoln

“If I take care of my character, my reputation will take care of me.”
- Dwight L. Moody

“Be more concerned with your character than your reputation,
because your character is what you really are,

while your reputation is merely what others think you are.”
- John Wooden

Character is what God and the angels know of us;
reputation is what men and women think of us.

- Horace Mann

When we think of someone who “has character,” what is it that we are identifying?
What are the qualities that make for “good character?” How does one get them; 
are they “born” or “made?”

According to the New Oxford American Dictionary, some of the aspects of 
character include:
• “the mental and moral qualities distinctive to an individual”
• “the distinctive nature of something”
• “strength and originality in a person's nature”
• “a person's good reputation”

http://www.quoteopia.com/famous.php?quotesby=abrahamlincoln
http://www.quoteopia.com/famous.php?quotesby=dwightlmoody
http://www.quoteopia.com/famous.php?quotesby=johnwooden
http://www.quoteopia.com/famous.php?quotesby=horacemann
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The origin of the word character comes from the Greek word kharaktēr, meaning
‘a stamping tool,’ implying that what we consider the basic aspects of our nature
are in some way “stamped” on us. And these stamps, taken as a whole,
comprise our character.

We may be stamped by our ancestors, inheriting their strengths or weaknesses.
We may be stamped by our education, whether at home, at school or in a
religious setting. We may be stamped by our experiences and the emotions they
elicit. We may be stamped by every aspect of life. These influences, but
especially our responses to them, contribute to the quality of our character.

Both stress and eustress also leave their marks. Whether stressed by the loss of
a loved one, constant belittling by a teacher or getting the job of our dreams, our
suffering and our anticipation and receipt of reward models us. Our subjective
perception of these events and our responses to them shape our “moral and
mental qualities,” our “distinctive nature.” If we’re lucky, our resilience is
sufficient to use all these various influences to make our lives deeper and richer
and our compassion greater.

Our character is comprised of both known and unknown influences. Our
understanding of known influences, triggers, reactions and responses is what we
call our “self-awareness.” Our self-awareness is our knowledge of our strengths
and weaknesses; the “good” and “bad” aspects of our character. What we can
trust in ourselves and what we can’t trust in ourselves.

There’s an old Russian parable (also found in many other traditions) about a
grandfather and grandson talking about “good” and “evil.” The grandfather tells
the grandson that there are two wolves inside that constantly stalk us: good and
evil. The grandson asks: “Which one will win?” to which the grandfather replies:
“The one you feed.” When we have good self-awareness and have cultivated
trusted friends to act as mirrors, reflecting back to us those images that may be
hard for us to see, we can be aware of and accountable for our thoughts, words
and actions. We know what to be wary of, what to watch out for, what to avoid
completely, in order to remain ethical, maintain good boundaries, and show
respect for ourselves and others. We know what we are “feeding.” We are
honest with ourselves about what we are feeding.

When we don’t have good self-awareness, we get RULES. Rules come the Latin
word “regula” meaning “straight stick.” When we lose the capacity to govern our
own behavior through self-awareness, we must be governed from outside by fear
of being beaten by the “straight stick.” We are given rules to cover every
eventuality because we are not trusted, or cannot trust ourselves, to evaluate
and respond to situations spontaneously and appropriately. We don’t have to
think; we don’t have to pay attention. We do have to worry about “doing it right.”
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Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be understood.
Now is the time to understand more, so that we may fear less.

—Marie Curie

Rules are external regulation made necessary when internal regulation has failed.

Our reputation is how our character is known in the world. From the Latin word
meaning “to think again,” our reputation is, at least in part, the sum of our public
choices and how they affect us and the world. The act of “thinking again” is
reflection or contemplation, neither of which are well supported by the hectic,
yang-driven pace of modern life. But our continued self-awareness requires that
we oscillate between the outer world of relating, action and result and the inner
world of reflection, integration and adjustment. The pulse of this motion into and
out of the world, into and out of our center is crucial for updating and deepening
our understanding and our ability to self-regulate and maintain the stability of our
character and to develop it in respond to ever-changing circumstances. Just like
Nature does.

As we focus on cultivating and deepening our character, our stress resilience and
our self-awareness, the need for rules and regulations disappears. This requires
dynamic presence. Dynamic presence takes work. Following the rules is easy.
Choose wisely.

“The end cannot justify the means, for the simple and obvious reason that the means
employed determine the nature of the ends produced.”

―Aldous Huxley

Self esteem is the reputation we acquire with ourselves.
- Nathaniel Branden

It is a bit embarrassing to have been concerned with the human problem
all one's life and find at the end that one has no more to offer by way of advice

than
'Try to be a little kinder.’

- Aldous Huxley

New Oxford American Dictionary, digital version.
Prechtel, Martin. Private conversations.
Prechtel, Martin. The Smell of Rain on Dust. North Atlantic Books, 2015.
quotetopia.com

http://izquotes.com/quote/395454
http://izquotes.com/quote/395454
http://izquotes.com/author/aldous-huxley
http://www.quoteopia.com/famous.php?quotesby=nathanielbranden
http://quotetopia.com
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In my mind one of the biggest things, culturally, to affect our capacity for self-
regulation and self-awareness is the general loss of courtesy in daily life.
“What??!?! Loss of courtesy!?!?” you say? That’s right, courtesy: the general
agreement that in daily life it is important to be polite, respectful and considerate
of others and what they hold dear. And the belief that we could expect the same.
Courtesy comes from the behavior expected at court; the treatment a royal
person would expect. The expression of courtesy then, if we extrapolate it into
the Five Elements would be the behavior that serves the Sovereign Fire: Heart
and Small Intestine. And in serving Heart and Small Intestine, serving the Shen,
often translated as the Spirit.

Talk about the Shen here.

So what has replaced courtesy? Seduction. Advertising has indoctrinated us
that persuasion is the soul of human contact. Seduction comes from the Latin
word seducere meaning “to lead away.” We may think of seduction as having a
sexual nature, and of course, it does; one that advertisers make good use of in
selling us everything from cars to hamburgers. We are habituated to being “led
away” by promises to a land where we fit in, are understood, loved and above all,
feel good.

Toomuch consistency is as bad for the mind as it is for the body.
Consistency is contrary to nature, contrary to life. The only
completely consistent people are the dead. Consistent intellectualism
and spirituality may be socially valuable, up to a point; but they make,
gradually, for individual death.

Experience is not what happens to a man; it is what a man does with
what happens to him.

Never give children a chance of imagining that anything exists in
isolation. Make it plain from the very beginning that all living is
relationship. Show them relationships in the woods, in the fields, in
the ponds and streams, in the village and in the country around it.
Rub it in.
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About Sara Allen, PhD, EEM-AP…

Dr. Sara is a doctorate level holistic health practitioner. She has studied extensively food as medicine as

well as supplemental & herbal medicine. Her specialty is a particular self-brand of energy medicine – best

described as a combination of ancient Chinese and East Indian modalities that are systematized via energy

kinesiology. She is deeply skilled in Eden Energy Medicine, Pranic Healing, Touch for Health, EFT,

Advanced Psych-K, Animal Energy Medicine, and she just cannot stop talking about the fascinating world

of German New Medicine.

Dr. Sara is a certified trainer in Leadership Effectiveness Training, better known by its acronym L.E.T., with

Gordon Training International. LET is a Rogerian based system of communicating and understanding the

complex world of feelings and needs. It is a beautiful and versatile tool that enables practitioners to gently

tease out and discern the root emotions causing conflicts within the psyche and in relationships. Dr. Allen

also teaches LET skills in the corporate world to ease conflict and enhance productivity in the work place.

She also teaches P.E.T. – Parent Effectiveness Training to anyone raising humans. PET teaches skills to

parents and children to create peace, cooperation and individuation between parents and the children who

are raising them.

Dr. Sara has a private energy medicine practice in Asheville, NC. She is senior/founding faculty at the

Eden Energy Medicine School . Dr. Sara also sits on faculty at the European Energy Medicine School in

London. She is the Educational Director for the Central Region Eden School in Chicago and runs the Eden

Fundamentals Program in Asheville, NC.

Dr. Sara’s training, and over 20,000 hours of clinical experience, have resulted in a masterful blend of skill

and intuitive understanding of the client’s needs. She also understands the practitioner’s needs. As a

result, she is in high demand as a mentor to the advanced energy medicine student. Her experience and

success create outstanding classroom experiences for both the novice and advanced student/practitioner.

www.goodforyouenterprises.com drsara@goodforyouenterrpises.com

http://www.goodforyouenterprises.com
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Disclaimer:
This course (video and supporting handout) is not intended as a substitute for the medical recommendations of physicians or other 
licensed healthcare providers. Rather, it is intended to offer information to help the viewer cooperate with physicians and health 
professionals in a mutual quest for optimum well-being.

Note: Energy Medicine stimulates innate health-promoting mechanisms that restore the body's natural state of well-being. It does not 
attempt to diagnose, treat, or cure illness.

Copyright Good For You Enterprises. All rights reserved.

No part of this publication (Video or handout) may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, 
including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without prior written permission of the producer 
Holistic Energy. For permission requests, contact www.holistic.energy.

Course (Video & Handout)Ordering Information:
Thank you for purchasing this course (video and supporting handout). Your purchase enables the research, design, filming, 
production, storage, and distribution of these courses. With your continued support, we will continue to capture and distribute more 
classes for your enjoyment and learning.

Additional copies of this class (videos with supporting handout) can be purchased by contacting Holistic Energy @ Tel: (773) 
418-0023 or visit www.Holistic.Energy


